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ABSTRACT
Data center workloads are composed of multiresource jobs
that require a variety of computational resources including
CPU cores, memory, disk space, and hardware accelerators.
Modern data center servers can run multiple jobs in parallel,
but a server can only run a set of jobs in parallel if it has
sufficient resources to satisfy the demands of each job. In
general, it is difficult to find sets of jobs that perfectly utilize
all server resources, and choosing the wrong set of jobs can
lead server resources to be drastically underutilized. This
raises the question of how to allocate server resources across
a stream of arriving multiresource jobs in order to minimize
the mean response time across jobs — the time from when
a job arrives to the system until it is completed.

Current policies for scheduling multiresource jobs are com-
plex to analyze, and hard to implement. We propose a class
of simple policies, called Markovian Service Rate (MSR)
policies. We show that the class of MSR policies is throughput-
optimal, in that if a policy exists that can stabilize the sys-
tem, there is also an MSR policy that stabilizes the system.
We derive bounds on the mean response time under an MSR
policy, and show how our bounds can be used to choose an
MSR policy that minimizes mean response time.

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern data centers serve multiresource jobs that require

a variety of computational resources. Different jobs may
request different amounts of each resource. For example,
CPU-intensive jobs may request little memory, and memory-
intensive jobs may require only a few CPU cores. A data
center server can serve multiple jobs in parallel, but only
has a limited amount of each resource. Hence, a set of jobs
can only run in parallel if the server can satisfy the resource
demands of each job. This raises the question of what set of
jobs to run on the server at every moment in time. Specifi-
cally, we consider scheduling a stream of multiresource jobs
to minimize the mean response time across jobs — the av-
erage time from when a job arrives to the system until it is
completed.

Unfortunately, due to bin-packing effects, it is generally
impossible to guarantee that all server resources will be uti-
lized. For example, consider a server with 20 CPUs and
20 GB of memory that processes some jobs that require 10
CPUs and 4 GB of memory, and others that require 4 CPUs
and 10 GB of memory. No combination of these jobs will
simultaneously utilize all 20 cores and all 20 GB of mem-
ory. Given that some resources must go unused, it is unclear
which imperfect allocations will minimize the mean response
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time. Our goal is to devise a scheduling policy that chooses
which jobs to run in parallel at every moment in time.
Prior Work. The well-known results of [6] analyze a policy
called Max-Weight that repeatedly solves a weighted knap-
sack problem to decide what set of multiresource jobs to
serve in parallel. Max-Weight is shown to be throughput-
optimal, in that if a scheduling policy exists that provides
finite mean response time, Max-Weight provides finite mean
response time. Furthermore, [1] shows that Max-Weight is
asymptotically optimal in a conventional heavy-traffic limit.
Unfortunately, Max-Weight involves repeatedly solving a
computationally hard problem in order to find good allo-
cation decisions, limiting the practicality of the policy.

While less complex policies for scheduling multiresource
jobs have been analyzed, their lower complexity comes with
a cost. Specifically, the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS)
policy was recently analyzed in [4]. While this work derives
bounds on the mean response time of FCFS, FCFS is far
from optimal and can cause instability in cases where Max-
Weight performs well. An easy-to-implement, throughput-
optimal policy is presented in [3, 7], but there is no known
analysis of the mean response time for this policy.
Our Results. We analyze the simple class of Markovian
Service Rate (MSR) scheduling policies. This class of poli-
cies is throughput-optimal in that, if it is possible to stabilize
the system, there exists an MSR policy that stabilizes the
system. We bound the mean response time under an MSR
policy, and use our bounds to pick the MSR policy that
minimizes mean response time. Our results fill a gap in the
literature on multiresource jobs: MSR policies are simpler to
implement and analyze than Max-Weight, but unlike FCFS,
the class of MSR policies is throughput-optimal.

2. MULTIRESOURCE JOB MODEL
We consider a server with R different types of computa-

tional resources. Let C = (C1, C2, · · · , CR) ∈ RR
+ denote

the resource capacity of the server, where Cj is the amount
of the j-th resource the server has. A multiresource job can
be represented by a resource demand vector, the amount of
each resource needed to run and a service requirement, the
amount of time the job must run on the server before com-
pletion. Multiple multiresource jobs can run on the server
in parallel as long as the cumulative resource demand of the
jobs doesn’t exceed server capacity. We call this restriction
the resource constraint. We assume that there are K types
of jobs, where type-i jobs share a resource demand vector
Ji = (J i

1, J
i
2, · · · , J i

R) ∈ RR
+ and the service requirements of

type-i jobs are sampled i.i.d. from a common distribution
Si ∼ exp(µi). We assume that the scheduler knows the re-
source demand and service requirement distribution of each
job, but the exact service requirement of each job is un-
known. While our analysis can be adapted to handle phase-



type service requirement distributions, we limit ourselves to
exponential distributions here due to space constraints.

We define a possible schedule as a set of jobs that can
run in parallel without violating the resource constraints of
the server. We describe a possible schedule using a vector
u = (u1, u2, · · · , uK) ∈ ZK

+ , where ui denotes the number of
type-i jobs being served. The resource constraint in this case
translates to

∑K
i=1 uiJ

i ≤ C. We call the set of all possible
schedules the schedulable set, S. A scheduling policy in the
multiresource job model, u(t), chooses a schedule from S to
use at time t. Note that u(t) need not depend on time and
can depend on external states such as jobs in the system.

We assume that type-i jobs arrive to the system according
to a Poisson process with rate λi. Let

λ = (λ1, λ2, · · · , λK) ∈ RK
+

denote the vector of arrival rates. Similarly, we let
µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µK) ∈ RK

+

denote the vector of service rates. We describe the state of
the system as the vector

Q(t) = (Q1(t), Q2(t), · · · , QK(t)),

where Qi(t) denotes the number of type-i jobs in the system
at time t.

Note that {Q(t), t ≥ 0} is a Continuous-Time-Markov-
Chain (CTMC). We are interested in analyzing the steady-
state behavior of the system as t → ∞. Specifically, let
Q ∼ limt→∞ Q(t). We will analyze the mean response time
across type-i jobs, E[Ti]. To bound E[Ti], we will bound
E[Qi] and apply Little’s Law. Let T = (T1, T2, · · · , TK) be
a vector of random variables that denotes the response times
of type-i jobs. We have E[T] = E[Q]/λ. We say the system
is stable if the CTMC {Q(t)} is positive recurrent.

3. MARKOVIAN SERVICE RATE POLICIES
Max-Weight’s complexity stems from repeatedly choosing

schedules from the entire set of possible schedules, S. Ad-
ditionally, the rule for selecting a schedule is fairly opaque:
each choice requires solving a hard optimization problem.
This complexity obscures the intuitive property that leads
Max-Weight to stabilize the system. Namely, Max-Weight
guarantees that the average completion rate of type-i jobs
is greater than the arrival rate of type-i jobs. We will de-
fine policies that achieve this property via a one-time, offline
optimization step rather than repeated online optimization.

We define a class of scheduling policies called Markovian
Service Rate (MSR) policies. An MSR policy, π, chooses
a set Sπ ⊆ S of possible schedules called the candidate
set. The policy then uses a CTMC, {π(t), t ≥ 0}, to mod-
ulate among the schedules in the candidate set. We call
{π(t)} the modulating process. Formally, let |Sπ| = Lπ,
Sπ = {u1,u2, · · · ,uLπ}, and π : R+ → {1, 2, · · · , Lπ}. The

schedule used by π at time t is defined as u(t) = uπ(t). Let
E[uπ] denote the time average schedule used by π.

We first prove Lemma 1, which provides a sufficient con-
dition for the stability of the system under an MSR policy.

Lemma 1. If λ < E[uπ] · µ, then the system is stable,
where · and < are element-wise.

Proof. We can invoke the Foster-Lyapunov theorem [5]
by setting the test function to the L2-norm of Q to show
that the system is stable.
We now prove that the class of MSR policies is throughput-
optimal. We also show that an MSR policy requires only K
candidate schedules to stabilize the system. Hence, even if
S is large, a good MSR policy can be computed efficiently.

Theorem 1. Given a system with K job types and an
arrival vector λ, if there exists a scheduling policy that sta-
bilizes the system, there also exists an MSR policy, π, with
Lπ = K that stabilizes the system.

Proof. The system can only be stabilized if there exists
a weighted average of schedules such that the average com-
pletion rate of each job type is larger than its arrival rate [6].
Using Carathéodory’s theorem [2], we additionally see that
when the system can be stabilized, there exists a weighted
average of at most K schedules such that the average com-
pletion rate of each job type dominates its arrival rate. We
choose Sπ to be this set of K points and set the modulating
process {π(t)} such that the average completion rate of each
job type is greater than its arrival rate. Finally, Lemma 1
tells us that the system will be stable under π.

Response Time Bounds on MSR Policies. Theorem
1 tells us a stable MSR policy exists, but such policy may
not be unique. Unfortunately, Theorem 1 provides no hints
about how to choose from all stable MSR policies. Hence,
we derive bounds on the mean response time of an arbitrary
MSR policy, and show how these bounds can be used to
select an MSR policy that minimizes mean response time.

We separately analyze the number of type-i jobs in the
system for each job type, i. We compare the mean num-
ber of type-i jobs in the system to the number of jobs in
an M/M/1 Markovian Service Rate (MSR-1) system [4].
An MSR-1 system with L states consists of a variable-speed
server serving jobs that arrive according to a Poisson process
with rate λMSR−1. Unlike our original system, the MSR-1
system runs one job at a time. The server speed is chosen
from the vector (µMSR−1

1 , µMSR−1
2 , · · · , µMSR−1

N ) according
to a CTMC, {πMSR−1(t), t ≥ 0}, that we refer to as the
modulating process. Let πMSR−1 be the limiting distribu-
tion of the modulating process. We first compare our origi-
nal system to an analogous MSR-1 system, and then analyze
the mean response time of the MSR-1 system.

To compare the number of type-i jobs under an MSR pol-
icy, π, to an MSR-1 system, we set µMSR−1

j to be µi · uj
i .

We set the transition rates of the two CTMCs, {π(t)} and
{πMSR−1(t)}, to be equal. We assume that both systems
have the same arrival rate, λMSR−1 = λi. In short, we con-
struct an MSR-1 system that matches the behavior of type-i
jobs under π, except that the MSR-1 system runs one job at
a time and modulates the server speed as opposed to chang-
ing the number of jobs in service. Let Qi(t)

MSR−1 be the
number of jobs in service in the MSR-1 system at time t.

We compare these analogous systems in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2.

E[QMSR−1
i ] ≤ E[Qi] ≤ E[QMSR−1

i ] + max
j

{
uj
i

}
Proof. First, we show that QMSR−1

i (t) ≤st Qi(t) via a
coupling argument. Essentially, the service rate in the MSR-
1 system is at least that of the original system, because the
original system may not have enough type-i jobs to run ui(t)
jobs in parallel. The MSR-1 system always serves jobs at
rate ui(t) · µi. This implies the lower bound in our claim.

We also prove the upper bound in our claim by a coupling
argument. We note that at any time t, we are in one of two
cases. First, when Qi(t) ≤ maxj

{
uj
i

}
, we trivially have

Qi(t) ≤ QMSR−1
i (t) + max

j

{
uj
i

}
.
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Figure 1: E[T] of an MSR policy, π, that serves K = 2 job types using Lπ = 2 states and switches between
serving 10 type-1 jobs and 10 type-2 jobs, and 19 type-1 jobs and 9 type-2 jobs. Here, µ1 = µ2 = 1.

Otherwise, during periods when Qi(t) > maxj

{
uj
i

}
, the

two systems complete jobs at the same rate. Thus, if our
claim holds at the beginning of such a period, it will hold
for the entire period. This coupling gives the desired mean
response time an upper bound.

Theorem 2 can bound the mean response time of any MSR-
1 system using the techniques described in [4]. To demon-
strate this, Corollary 1 gives an example of our response
time bounds in a system with two resource types and two
types of jobs. Here, we consider an MSR policy that uses
two schedules. Let αj,k represent the transition rate of the
modulating process from state j to state k in both the orig-
inal system and the MSR-1 system.

Corollary 1. In a system with R = 2 resources and
K = 2 job types, we consider an MSR policy, π, with Lπ = 2.
WLOG, we assume µMSR−1

1 ≤ µMSR−1
2 . In this case,

E[Ti] =
1

µ∗ − λi
+

α1,2α2,1(µ
MSR−1
2 − µMSR−1

1 )2

λi(µ∗ − λi)(α1,2 + α2,1)2
+B,

where µ∗ =
α1,2µ

MSR−1
2 + α2,1µ

MSR−1
1

α1,2 + α2,1
,

B ≥
α2,1(µ

MSR−1
1 − µMSR−1

2 )

λi(α1,2 + α2,1)2
,

and B ≤
α1,2(µ

MSR−1
2 − µMSR−1

1 )

λi(α1,2 + α2,1)2
+

maxj

{
uj
i

}
λi

.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2 and the bound on
MSR-1 systems derived in [4].

Figure 1 shows these bounds compared to simulation.
The Optimized MSR Policy. Although many MSR poli-
cies can be used to stabilize a given system, our response
time bounds in Theorem 2 tell us which MSR policy one
should use to minimize mean response time. Specifically, we
can compute an Optimized MSR Policy (OMP) that min-
imizes our response time upper bound. To simplify this
discussion, we consider the concrete example of finding an
OMP in the two-state example described in Corollary 1.

First, observe that when α1,2+α2,1 → ∞, E[Ti] → 1/(µ∗−
λi). That is, if we allow our optimized policy to preempt
running jobs infinitely frequently with no overhead, it is op-
timal to let the transition rates of the modulating process
go to infinity. Then, we can pick our MSR policy by min-
imizing the lead term in our response time bound, which
corresponds to the system load in the MSR-1 system.

In practice, jobs cannot be preempted infinitely frequently.
Hence, we also consider finding an OMP subject to a pre-
emption budget, ᾱ, that limits the long-run average rate of
preemption the scheduling policy can perform. In this case,
we choose an OMP via the following minimization problem:

min
π,Sπ

∑
i

λi · (upper bound on E[Ti])

s.t. α ≤ ᾱ, and E[uπ ] · µ > λ.

Here, α is the average preemption rate for a given choice
of MSR policy. In general, α is straightforward to calcu-
late from stationary distribution of the modulating process,
{π(t)}. Given our two-state example, for instance, we have

α =
α1,2α2,1(α1,2 + α2,1)

α2
1,2 + α2

2,1

.

Note that as α → 0, the (µMSR−1
2 −µMSR−1

1 )2 term in our
bound will dominate, causing the OMP to change from the
case where preemption happens infinitely frequently.

4. CONCLUSION
We prove response time bounds for the class of MSR

scheduling policies. Examining a simple example system
with two types of jobs, we see that our response time bounds
depend on two main terms. The first term represents the
average load on the system. The second term depends on
both the rate of preemption and the variability in the sched-
ules the policy uses. If an MSR policy changes schedules
frequently, the second term vanishes. If the MSR policy
preempts infrequently, one must limit the variability in the
different schedules used by the policy. Hence, the problem
of choosing an MSR policy to minimize mean response time
involves a tradeoff between minimizing system load and lim-
iting the variability of the schedules used. We balance this
tradeoff by minimizing our mean response time bound sub-
ject to a constraint on the average preemption rate.
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